
Peugeot 205/309/306 Rear Beam Torsion Bar Puller

It is important that the thread of the large bolt is lubricated to stop the nut binding on the 
threads. Please either grease or oil the threads before using the tool.

How to use it

1) If possible before using the puller give the torsion bar ends a soak in penetrating oil (Duck 
Oil, Plusgas, etc). This will help free them off.

2) Remove the small half-nut from the bar adjusters at one end of the torsion bar, and remove 
the torx head screws (T40) and eccentric washers from the other end.

3) Use an M8 tap to clean any corrosion or debris out of the end of the torsion bar. This really 
is essential, the M8 thread is all that there is in the bar to pull on.



4) With the tool assembled, support the stool and then screw the small stud fully into the end 
of the torsion bar, until the shoulder of the larger bolt butts up to the end of the torsion bar. 
You should be able to do this by hand, the bolt only needs to just bottom against the end of 
the torsion bar, it does not need to be wound in tightly.

5) Wind the nut by hand up the thread of the bolt so it sits against the stool piece. Make sure 
the stool is sat square on the end of the trailing arm.

6) It is now necessary to hold the large bolt still, whilst you wind the nut clockwise to pull the 
torsion bar. I do this using a 30mm socket on a breaker bar, with the end of the breaker bar 
reacting against the floor. This step is vital. If you do not do this you will simply shear the 
small stud in the end of the torsion bar as the large bolt will move. 

7) Wind some tension onto the puller using the nut. You will need a 30mm spanner or a 
decent sized adjustable spanner to do this.

8) All being well the bar will now start to come out of the beam housings. If it does not come 
out, then remove the socket and bar, and give the end of the bolt a whack with a copper 
mallet to encourage the bar to move. Then replace the socket and bar, and wind some more 
tension onto the nut with the spanner. 

9) If the torsion bar still doesn’t move then chances are it is well and truly seized and some 
care will be required not to bust the small M8 stud. The most successful method I have found 
is to use a small gas blow torch (plumbers type is sufficient) to get some heat into the area of 
the trailing arm that the bar seats in. This seems to be the end that seizes in. With the torch 
pointing at the trailing arm get some heat into it, and then again wind some tension into the 
puller. Using a 12” length spanner with hand strength, and a combination of heat, tension on 
the puller, and penetrating oil, any seized bars I have come across will eventually move with 
some perseverance, without busting the tool. DO NOT be tempted to hit the spanner you are 
using with a hammer, or use large tubes etc to wind more weight onto the puller. All you will 
achieve is breaking the small M8 stud.

The strength of the tool is limited in simple terms by the size of the small stud. This cannot be 
any bigger as it is dictated by the size of the thread in the end of the torsion bars. I have made 
the studs from best quality expensive alloy steel 12.9 grade bolts, I haven’t bust one yet but 
that’s not to say it isn’t possible. The best thing you can do to help the tool do its job is to get 
some penetrating oil round the torsion bar ends as far as possible in advance, before you 
strip the beam. PLEASE NOTE that this tool is not indestructible!
If you do break the tool then I can repair it for you.
Any other questions please contact me.


